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The focusing properties of radially polarized Bessel-modulated Gaussian (QBG) beam are
theoretically investigated in detail by vector diffraction theory. The QBG beam contains an optical
vortex. Calculation results show that the intensity distribution in focal region of radially polarized
QBG beam can be altered considerably by changing beam parameter and the topological charge
of the optical vortex. Beam parameter can induce remarkable focus evolution in axial direction.
While topological charge adjusts intensity distribution more significantly in transverse direction,
for instance, one focal spot changes into one ring pattern. And some novel focal patterns may
occur, including two-peak focus, one ring focus, two-ring focus, three-ring focus, and even dark
hollow focus, which is very important in optical tweezers technique.
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1. Introduction
Since Caron and Potvliege introduced the Bessel-modulated Gaussian (QBG) beams
with quadratic radial dependence, QBG beams have attracted much attention [1 – 7].
It was shown that such a class of beams has familiar collinear geometry of the Gaussian
beam and also has an interesting non-Gaussian feature for certain values of its
parameters [1 – 3]. Belafhal and Dalil-Essakali studied the propagation properties of
QBG beams through an unapertured optical paraxial ABCD system [4]. Wang and
Lü conducted research into the beam propagation factor, far-field distribution, and
the kurtosis parameter of such type of beams [3, 5, 6]. The Bessel-modulated Gaussian
light beams passing through a paraxial ABCD optical system with an annular aperture
has also been studied [7]. Hricha and Belafhal investigated in detail the focusing
properties and focal shift of the axisymmetric QBG beam passing through a non-apertured aberration-free lens [2]. Polarization plays an important role in many optical
systems, and can be used to alter propagating and focusing properties of light beam.
For example, laser beam with cylindrical symmetrical polarization has recently
attracted many researchers because the electric field in focal region of such cylindrical
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vector beam has some unique properties [8 – 11]. In addition, in high numerical aperture
optical systems, vector diffraction theory is employed to replace scalar diffraction
theory to provide more accurate results. The present paper is aimed at studying
theoretically focusing properties of the radially polarized QBG beam by vector
diffraction theory. The principle of the focusing radially polarized QBG beam is given
in Section 2. Section 3 gives the simulation results and discussion. The conclusions
are summarized in Section 4.

2. Principle of the focusing radially polarized QBG beam
In the focusing system we investigated, the focusing beam is a radially polarized
QBG beam whose value of transverse optical field is the same as that of the scalar
QBG [1 – 3], and its polarization distribution turns on radial symmetry [10, 11].
Therefore, in the cylindrical coordinate systems (r, φ, 0), the field distribution
E(r, φ, 0) of the radially polarized QBG beam in the incident pupil plane is written as
E 0 ( r, ϕ, 0 ) = E 0 ( r, ϕ, 0 ) ⋅ n r

(1)

where nr is the radial unit vector of polarized direction. The term E0(r, ϕ, 0) is
the optical field value distribution and can be written in the form [1, 2],
E 0 ( r, ϕ, 0 ) = C J m

⎛ r2 ⎞
⎛ μ r2 ⎞
--------------⎟ exp ( im ϕ )
exp
⎜ – ---------⎜
⎟
⁄2
⎝ ω 20 ⎠
⎝ ω 20 ⎠

(2)

where J| m |/2 denotes the Bessel function of order | m |/2, ω 0 is the waist width, and μ is
a beam parameter which is complex-valued in general. It should be noted that there
is one optical vortex on axis, and m is the topological charge of the optical vortex.
C is a constant. According to vector diffraction theory, the electric field in focal region
of radially polarized QBG beam is [12],
E ( ρ, φ , z ) = Eρ eρ + Eφ eφ + Ez ez

(3)

where eρ, eφ, and ez are the unit vectors in the radial, azimuthal, and propagating
directions, respectively. To indicate the position in image space, cylindrical coordinates (r, φ, 0) with origin ρ = z = 0 located at the paraxial focus position are
employed. Eρ , Eφ , and Ez are amplitudes of the three orthogonal components and can
be expressed as
iA
Eρ ( ρ , φ , z ) = – ---------π

α 2π

∫∫

cos θ E 0 sin θ cos θ cos ( ϕ – φ ) ×

0 0

⎧
⎫
× exp ⎨ ik z cos θ + ρ sin θ cos ( ϕ – φ ) ⎬ d ϕ d θ
⎩
⎭

(4)
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iA
Eφ ( ρ , φ , z ) = – ---------π

α 2π
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0 0
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∫∫

(5)

2

cos θ E 0 sin θ ×

0 0

⎧
⎫
× exp ⎨ ik z cos θ + ρ sin θ cos ( ϕ – φ ) ⎬ d ϕ d θ
⎩
⎭

(6)

where θ denotes the tangential angle with respect to the z axis, and ϕ is the azimuthal
angle with respect to the x axis; k is the wave number; α = arc sin(NA) is the convergence angle corresponding to the radius of incident optical aperture, where NA is
numerical aperture. In order to make the focusing properties clear and simplify
calculation process, after simple derivation, Eq. (2) can be rewritten as
E 0 ( θ , ϕ, 0 ) = C J m

2
⎛ sin 2 θ ⎞
⎛
sin θ ⎞
-⎟ exp ⎜ – ----------------------⎟ exp ( im ϕ )
⁄ 2 ⎜---------------------⎝ w 2 NA 2 ⎠
⎝ w 2 NA 2 ⎠

(7)

where w = ω0 /r0 is called relative waist width. Substituting Eq. (7) into Eqs. (4) – (6),
we can obtain
i AC
Eρ ( ρ , φ , z ) = – --------------π
×Jm

α 2π
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0 0
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(8)
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(9)
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The optical intensity in focal region is proportional to the modulus square of
Eq. (3). It should be noted that when the topological charge of optical vortex m = 0,
namely, E0 is not a function of azimuthal angle ϕ, Eqs. (5) and (9) are equal to zero.
Based on the above equations, focusing properties of radially polarized QBG beam
can be theoretically investigated in detail.

3. Results and discussion
Without loss of validity and generality, it was supposed that NA = 0.95, w = 1 and
φ = 0. Firstly, the intensity distributions in focal region for μ = 1 and different m are
calculated and illustrated in Fig. 1. Here, it should be noted that the distance unit
in all the figures in this paper is k–1, where k is the wave number of incident beam.
It can be seen that there is only one on-axis focal spot under condition of m = 0. And
on increasing topological charge m, the focal pattern changes very considerably,
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Fig. 1. Intensity distributions in focal region for μ = 1 and m = 0 (a), m = 1 (b), m = 2 (c), m = 3 (d),
m = 5 (e), m = 7 (f ).
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the intensity distribution extends in transverse direction, and one focal spot evolves
into one focal plane, and then becomes one annular focal pattern, as shown in Fig. 1b.
Increasing m continuously, this annular focal pattern goes on extending transversely,
so that it changes into one focal ring, as illustrated in Fig. 1c. Then, the radius of
the focal ring increases on increasing topological charge m, and at the same time,
the width of the focal ring also broadens. From the above evolution process, we can
see that the intensity distribution changes on increasing m almost in focal plane,
therefore, topological charge adjusts intensity distribution more clearly in transverse
direction than in longitudinal direction. The dependence of radial position of optical
intensity maximum on increasing m is also calculated and shown in Fig. 2, which
indicates that the dependence curve is almost linear, and m can be used to alter the size
of the focal pattern.
In order to show the vector property of the field in focal region and investigate
the effect of field component on total light intensity, the distributions of radial
and longitudinal components under condition of μ = 5 and m = 0 are calculated and
illustrated in Fig. 3. It should be noted that the azimuthal component is zero for m = 0,
and the other two field components are normalized by the maximum value of the total
optical intensity, which can indicate the effect of the components on total intensity

Fig. 2. Dependence of transverse focal shift on m
for μ = 1.
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b

Fig. 3. The distributions of radial (a), and longitudinal (b) components in focal region under condition
of μ = 5 and m = 0.
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Fig. 4. The distributions of radial (a), azimuthal (b), and longitudinal (c) components in focal region under
condition of μ = 5 and m = 5.

distribution. From Figure 3, we can see that the longitudinal component affects
the total intensity distribution more remarkably than radial component. Therefore,
though the focal pattern of radial component is one ring, the maximum position of total
light intensity is still on optical axis.
Figure 4 illustrates the distributions of the three orthogonal components under
condition of μ = 5 and m = 5. And the three orthogonal components are normalized
by the maximum value of the total optical intensity. It can be seen that the radial
component turns on multiple rings in focal region, however, this component affects
the total intensity distribution more slightly than that of azimuthal and longitudinal
components. And the effect of longitudinal component on total intensity distribution
in focal region is the most considerable.
Then, the intensity distributions in focal region for μ = 3 are investigated. Figure 5
illustrates the focal pattern evolution for μ = 3. Comparing Fig. 5 with Fig. 1, it can
be seen that the focal pattern changes very considerably under condition of varying
beam parameter μ . The focal spot becomes flat-top focus for μ = 3 and m = 0, and
the whole focal region broadens for bigger μ, as shown in Fig. 5a. The position of
the intensity maximum also deviates from optical axis so that the focal pattern takes
on a nearly rectangular shape. On increasing m, the focal pattern becomes circular,
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Fig. 5. Intensity distributions in focal region for μ = 3 and m = 0 (a), m = 1 (b), m = 2 (c), m = 3 (d),
m = 5 (e), m = 7 (f ).

and the position of the intensity maximum moves back to optical axis, as illustrated in
Fig. 5b. Increasing m continuously, one focal spot extends in transverse direction very
remarkably, and changes into one focal ring, then the radius of this focal ring increases
on increasing m. Therefore, the beam parameter μ can also affect intensity distribution
in focal region considerably.
In order to understand the effect of the μ on focal pattern more deeply, the intensity
distributions in focal region for μ = 5 are also calculated and illustrated in Fig. 6.
It can be seen that bigger μ can obviously alter focal pattern, and there occurs one dark
hollow focus under condition of m = 0. The dark hollow focus is very important and
desirable, for example, in optical tweezers systems, it is usually deemed that the forces
exerted on the particle in light field consist of two kinds of forces, one is the optical
gradient force, which plays a crucial role in constructing optical trap and its intensity
is proportional to the optical intensity gradient; the other kind of force is scattering
force, which usually has complex forms and whose intensity is proportional to
the optical intensity [13]. Therefore, the tunable optical intensity distribution means
that the controllable optical trap may occur. The dark hollow focus refers to those
focuses whose optical intensity is weaker than that around it and is stable optical trap
for those particles whose refractive index is smaller than that of surrounding media,
and this condition is very common, especially in life science. On increasing m
continuously, the dark hollow focus changes into two optical peaks along optical axis
(as shown in Fig 6b), which can be used to construct optical traps. Focal pattern then
evolves considerably from two focal peaks into two overlapping focal rings, as
illustrated in Fig. 6c. Then, these two focal rings become more overlapping, and finally
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Fig. 6. Intensity distributions in focal region for μ = 5 and m = 0 (a), m = 1 (b), m = 2 (c), m = 3 (d),
m = 5 (e), m = 7 (f ).

combine into one focal ring, and the radius of this only focal ring locating in paraxial
geometrical plane broadens on increasing m.
Figure 7 illustrates the intensity distributions in focal region for bigger beam
parameter μ = 7. Comparing Fig. 7 with Fig. 6, we can see that the dark hollow focus
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Fig. 7. Intensity distributions in focal region for μ = 7 and m = 0 (a), m = 1 (b), m = 2 (c), m = 3 (d),
m = 5 (e), m = 7 (f ).
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gets bigger under condition of higher μ . Then the dark hollow focus also changes into
two optical peaks along optical axis on increasing m. However, when increasing m
continuously, these two optical peaks evolve into two focal rings, then become three
focal rings, which does not occur under condition of μ = 5. These three focal rings
become more and more overlapping, so that they combine into one focal ring, as
illustrated in Fig. 7e. From all of the above figures, it can be seen that the focal pattern
evolution principle in increasing topological charge differs obviously for varying beam
parameter, especially for topological charge.

4. Conclusions
The focusing properties of radially polarized QBG beam are investigated in this paper
by vector diffraction theory and simulation results show that beam parameter and
the topological charge affect considerably the intensity distribution in focal region of
radially polarized QBG beam. Beam parameter can induce remarkable longitudinal
focal evolution, while topological charge adjusts radial intensity distribution more
significantly. The focal pattern evolution principle on increasing topological charge
differs obviously for varying beam parameter, especially for different topological
charge. And some novel focal patterns can appear, such as two-peak focus, one-ring
focus, two-ring focus, three-ring focus, and dark hollow focus, which may be used in
optical trapping and manipulation systems. In addition, the effect of the field
components on total intensity distribution in focal region is also different.
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